Many incoming students for NPS have questions about reporting this summer for classes with the current stop movement order in place for DOD. Currently NPS is open and operating. Classes will start on Monday (30 March) for our Spring quarter for all students in residence. Classes are being taught remotely = as if students were distance learners.

Until the DOD stop movement order is lifted or changed, it is still too early to tell how the Summer quarter will be affected. You should continue to prepare to execute your orders as written with a PCS in May / June.

That said, it is entirely possible the stop movement order could be extended until a later date. If that happens and if the new date is beyond our June class start, then we would likely continue our distance learning (DL) model for next quarter as well.

Be prepared to PCS on time AND be prepared to remain in place and start studies via DL in June.

We will have more fidelity in the coming weeks.

Stay tuned to your specific service personnel directives [NAVADMINS for USN] for any updates.

We plan to send our welcome packages (emails) to our June cohort in late April. By then we hope to have more refined guidance.

DATE LAST UPDATED = 30 March 2020